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SUMMARY
Global equities are on the ropes. New York is suffering from multiple momentum
divergences and breakdowns in key stocks, as was the case at the other major secular
and cyclical peaks of years past.
Simultaneously and perhaps worse, there are international divergences as key foreign
indices have not confirmed the Dow's most recent highs.
Precious metals are approaching 6-month cycle lows in 1 month, said cycles having
worked impeccably for years.
The unrelenting advance in bonds suggests that fear is the driver these days, fear that
will translate itself into falling equity, and strongly appreciating precious metals prices.
The Dollar has benefitted from that fear, as the ultra-liquid bond market has sucked in
international investors. Those same international investors will unload bonds at some
point down the line, and thereby catapult already rallying PM prices even higher.
DOW
As reported often in recent months' reports, the technical expression of increasing
volatility and attendant growing risk of collapse is known as the "expanding triangle."
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More than once now, I have illustrated the secular triangle that has formed over the
past 14 years, while also drawing attention to intermediate (December - now) and short
term (March - now) expanding triangles, to create a trinity of ever-decreasing-in-size
expanding triangle formations.
Two paragraphs above the 1-year Dow chart, please note the link to this month's
interim report (an article published on investing.com), which, when including the link in
that article's 1st paragraph, provides coverage of all 3 triangles.
However, the excerpt from the May 18 report which appears in that paragraph above
the chart warns of a 3rd triangle this year, the latter being a near-term formation.
A move of only a few points higher from here on an intra-day basis (Monday?) would
create the 4th triangle formation, and 3rd this year. Secular, intermediate, short term
and, now, near term. Unbelievable.
Again, the May 18, 2014 interim report on equities took the form of an article published
on investing.com. The excerpt which appears above the 1-year Dow chart below is
from that report.
"Yet another and very minor new high in the Dow should be ignored, if it were to occur. One should treat
that possibility as just another subdivision that assures an even speedier decline when it occurs."

The near term expanding triangle can be seen in the period of May 5 - present, in the
1-month Dow chart on the next page.
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The Dow is unconfirmed on multiple internal and external levels, with the coiled nature
of the pattern suggestive of explosive action to come. That "coiling" is also evident in
the precious metals, however they are going in the opposite direction in those cases.
Coiling and expanding triangles each (let alone both) point to a manipulated stalling of
the inevitable, as smart money finds different places to park its capital, while
distributing shares throughout the entire topping formation.
Others are establishing delta hedges that profit from a market that collapses with
speed, either for simple profit, or to hedge a greater number of shares according to the
speed of the decline.
Exactly who is doing what from the foregoing possibilities depends on whether one is
referring to sovereigns, family trusts, market pros., etcetera. So-called tapering, mad
Ukes, fear of nukes, who knows. Who cares? Just do what you need to.
NIKKEI
The 3-year Nikkei chart on the next page continues to plainly illustrate a lengthy
distribution phase within a shoulder-head-shoulder formation, along with a major
divergence against the Dow Jones.
Readers would be wise to consider my old friend the Nikkei as a good place for a
possible windfall, since the likelihood of new high is negligible. It is simple:
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The hedge funds in the US greatly over-own that market, so rallies are desperately
needed to distribute their inventory.
There are no buyers who exist that can overpower these sizeable sellers, and those
sellers have been able to sell what they could until now, by the good graces of a Dow
Jones which has held up.
That fact has in turn caused a fear that the Nikkei could finally follow suit and come
through with another high of its own.
It shouldn't but, to be safe (because the world is defiant of the basic laws of economics
and physics), simply use a 15,200 close-only stop.

SHANGHAI
May 4, 2014
"The Shanghai Composite would have to break above 2150 to crack the downtrend which appears
destined to collapse under 2000 en route toward 1600, and 1000 before 2017 is over."

Nothing has changed.
Please scroll down to 1-year Shanghai chart.
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LONG BONDS (TLT)
The 1-year TLT chart (Barclays 20+ year Treasury Bond Fund) at the top of the next
page illustrates one thing most plainly: Even those once in-tune, have missed the stillcompounding gains of late.
In May, I looked for a brief but hard $3.5 smash to 109. Again, this market was even
stronger than what I had suspected. The TLT held just above 110 and my read on this
powerful trend is that there is the whiff of panic in the air.
So desperate is the big-money crowd to get out ahead of the financial and political
disasters to come, that they are even prepared to transfer their capital into
electronically created currency....for no other reason that it is liquid.
Those investors will find that electronic liquidity can pass through their fingers just as
easily as fiat paper can go up in smoke.
The succor found in "liquidity" will spike precious metals prices, as even an infinitesimal
portion leaving the yield market will itself be enough to drive the PMs, as superior
comparative value will be duly noted.
Simply, bonds are as overpriced as the PMs are underpriced.
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DOLLAR
The 2-year US Dollar Index chart at the top of the next page still reflects an
expanding triangle that began at the very beginning of last May (2013), with point-6
completing in the post-February 2014 period, which still leaves a point-7 expanding
triangle-concluding smash yet to come.
Yes, it is possible that point-6 concluded during the late January-to-early-February
period, and that point-7 would therefore have concluded this past month.
This would be most unusual, however. It would be rather uncommon, to say the least,
for point-7 to barely exceed point-5.
The only excuse that one could make for such an utter oddity would be that the
formation of points-5 though 7 took so long, that the selling was absorbed over time, as
opposed to the customary point-7 price-concentrated smash, which would be more in
line with theory and the history of such formations.
I discuss the possibility of this scenario only because of the time aspect discussed
above, within the context of the contrived and manipulated nature of a currency market
that is anything but free.
All told, one could stay short with a tight stop at 81.3, on a close-only basis.
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PRECIOUS METALS
The 1-year GLD chart that appears immediately below still reflects a formation that
has thus far held neckline support at a major Fibonacci retracement level.
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Another interim report (May 22, 2014) that also took the form of an article published on
investing.com, forecast this recent smack and breakdown in gold with precision, and for
the reasons and indicators cited therein.
In brief, momentum indicators had rallied too far relative to the minimal price gains in
each metal, while the 6-month cycle looms at the end of next month (June 30).
As for the May month-end breakdown, it had become too typical a pattern to ignore,
insofar as a gold break lower was concerned.
The background momentum indicators pushed the bearish analysis over the edge, as
opposed to the other way around on this particular occasion (regarding pecking order, I
ordinarily weight momentum indicators ahead of price).
As for silver, gold's smash caused a major test of its lows.
The 1-Year SLV chart below illustrates this month's (Friday's) perfect test of last
June's end of month, 6-month cycle low.

The 5-year SLV chart on the next page depicts a triple-bottom over the past year,
which can easily blast off once it breaks over and past the downtrend channel.
According to how one would connect the chart points from 2011 to the present, that
break occurs anywhere between $20.00 - $21.50, believe it or not. In theory, therefore,
either the SLV actually breaks down to $16.50, or skyrockets relatively soon.
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It is a mere statement of technical fact that the downtrend channel is that near, and
there are rules and an extensive multi-century history of what occurs with respect to
such patterns.

Technical SLV forecast:
I have played my part in popularizing the 6-month cycle.
Different internationally popular publications that follow my work have made similar
forecasts and my conclusion therefore is that silver has bottomed and that the June 30
6-month cycle low will therefore suppress any advance, rather than actually depress it.
In other words, sellers who became mindful of the increasingly popularized cycle have
already sold, leaving the month ahead to play the role of suppressant, rather than
depressant.
Thereafter (3rd-quarter), blast-off.
In the words of Bullwinkle, "This time for sure!"

CONCLUSION AND STRATEGY
The best conclusion is found at the bottom of the May 18, 2014 article.
"Strategy
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"Buy very long term Dow puts (about 2 years) with a 10,400 strike.
"Buy 1-year Dow puts (15,000?), and sell a put after a crack in the index and corresponding spike in
option premiums (VIX), so as to ultimately build the volume of puts held, while even diminishing costs as
well, if that is one's preference.
"These are lifetime opportunities, but none greater than what is being seeing in long term Silver
premiums, about which I again write in a separate article today."

Recent reports and articles have plainly strategized the use of January 2016 SLV calls,
new buyers' remaining 50% purchase of which should be completed by June 30.
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